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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Reﬂecto, launched in September 2021, is the ﬁrst cryptocurrency awarding holders in
multiple other tokens EverGrow, Shiba Inu, and Binance Pegged BUSD. EverGrow
and Shiba Inu are already giving rewards in BUSD, so holders' rewards will triple
just by holding $Reﬂecto in their wallets.

It is a decentralized platform to bridge the
gap

between

cryptocurrency

and

ﬁat

currency and to bring the beneﬁts of the
crypto world to the everyday person. Based
on the Binance smart chain, it has 10x
quicker block speeds and lower gas costs.
$Reﬂecto is proud to be the only Yield
Generation token on the Planet to reward
its holders in multiple other Yield Generation tokens and Binance Pegged BUSD. It is
establishing

a

new

standard

in

Deﬁ

Tokenomics

with

its

innovative

and

game-changing Token distribution strategy. $Reﬂecto is intended to be held, but it
beneﬁts investors during periods of anticipated cryptocurrency volatility. With a tax
system that is the same inside and outside the country, all price actions will result in
the same rewards.

THE
COIN
PROTOCOL
TheREFLECTO
Reﬂecto Coin
Protocol
Simply by holding $Reﬂecto tokens, users will receive a 10 percent return in
EverGrow, Shiba Inu, and Binance Pegged BUSD for each transaction, which will
automatically be transferred to the wallet every 60 minutes. $Reﬂecto coin has
a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000 Reﬂecto coins. Out of the total Reﬂecto
coins, 45% will be transferred to pre-sale and initial liquidity. Further, 50% of tokens
are sent to the burn address, 3% to the founders and the team, and ﬁnally, 2% of the
total initial tokens are
https://reﬂectocoin.com/
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airdropped. 10% of every buy/sell is redistributed to all holders IN EverGrow, Shiba
Inu, and Binance Pegged BUSD, which is auto paid every 60 Minutes. 4% of
every transaction is transferred into Liquidity Pool for Pancakeswap to create a
stable price ﬂoor 3% of every transaction is transferred into Smart Contract for
Strategic Buy-Back Reserve.

Holder will get 3.33% of each Coin, which is 10% in total.

VALUES
Values
Transparency

On the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), $Reﬂecto Coin is the next generation of the
reﬂection token: the ﬁrst token that gives multiple rewards in BUSD, Reﬂecto, and
Shiba Inu to optimize users' proﬁts in the future. For example, simply by
holding Reﬂecto tokens, users will receive a 3.33 percent return in Binance Pegged
BUSD, 3.33 percent in Shiba Inu, and 3.33 percent in EverGrow Coin for each
transaction automatically be transferred to the wallet every 60 minutes.

Longevity
Trust is critical in the bitcoin industry. This entails complete openness in all aspects of
community and development work, as well as security efforts. Our liquidity is the lock
on ten years, proving that we are here to stay, building utilities and an ecosystem
around $Reﬂecto coin.

https://reﬂectocoin.com/
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THE
BEHIND
REFLECTO
TheTECHNOLOGY
Technology Behind
Reﬂecto
Reﬂecto API and Meta transactions

$Reﬂecto will enable REST API for developers to more accessible integrate crypto
payments into their system and create wallets. In addition, the $Reﬂecto token
supports meta transactions that will facilitate gasless wallets and commerce, which
means you will not need to hold BNB to make a transaction on the blockchain.

Free transactions with Reﬂecto Raley

When making transactions on the BSC network, BSC native currency(BNB) must pay
for gas(transaction costs). However, with Reﬂecto Coin's unique functionality of meta
transaction, Reﬂecto will enable gasless transactions. This means you will not need to
hold additional BNB in your wallet to make the transaction with Relfecto, and the
transaction will be free since Reﬂecto Raley will pay for the transaction from Gas
Wallet; more about Gas Wallet is in the text below.

Only Digital Menu on the Planet with a crypto wallet and reﬂections

In partnership with www.imenu.io, we will create the ﬁrst Digital Menu, which will
allow the user to pay in Crypto; on top of that, users will also get reﬂections, which
means you will be able to pay for meals with yesterday reﬂections.
iMenu already has a digital menu (iOS, Android, and Web Applications) in which we
will integrate wallet; you can ﬁnd more about iMenu on: www.imenu.io

dApp and Swap Exchange

The Reﬂecto Coin's Distributed Applications (dApp) Dashboard, constantly being
updated and enhanced by community participation, comprises a Swap exchange with
a user-friendly design and the ability to see rewards produced in real-time. The
https://reﬂectocoin.com/
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Ecosystem has unlimited potential, which is made possible by the dedicated and
hard-working team -- being a perfect combination of brains and brawn, and strives to
make the experience a personal one for each investor.

THE
BEHIND
REFLECTO
TheTECHNOLOGY
Technology Behind
Reﬂecto
Exponential Reﬂections

Reﬂecto Coin is proud to be the world's ﬁrst Yield Generation token to reward its
holders into multiple other Yield coins and BUSD. We called it exponential reﬂections
because holders of Reﬂecto coin will receive other Yield Generation tokens as rewards,
making their reﬂections triple.
Holders will receive

3.33% in EverGrow -> EverGrow gives 8%
in BUSD
3.33% in Shiba Inu -> Shiba Inu gives
8% in

BUSD

3.33% in BUSD
Reﬂecto also has a way to update or replace reward tokens which can be done if it
beneﬁts the community.

Gas Wallet

Gas Wallet takes 1% from each transaction and will be used later to enable free gasless
transactions. The beneﬁt of this is that Reﬂecto holders will not need to keep BNB to
https://reﬂectocoin.com/
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make transactions, and gas will be paid from Gas Wallet.

Anti-Whale System

Our contract counts with a simple, straightforward whale discouragement system: No
sale amounts higher than 0.125% of the total supply are possible at once. Initially, it
was at 0.25%, but after 50% of Tokens were burnt, we reduced it by 50%. This works as
an indicator when a Whale sells their tokens to avoid price manipulation and
discourages Swing Trading.

Buy-Back Wallet

3% tokens are collected from every transaction, converted to BNB, and stored in Our
contract. The wallet is known as BuyBack Wallet. When enabled, it purchases Reﬂecto
directly from exchanges and permanently removes the purchased tokens from the
circulating supply while simultaneously making green candles on the price chart. 50%
of Tokens were burnt before Pre Sale, and more than 1% of tokens have been already
burnt through the Buy-Back Mechanism, which will keep increasing in the future,
making the tokens even scarcer.

Liquidity Pool

4% of every transaction is converted into liquidity for PancakeSwap. Pancakeswap
ﬁxes the low liquidity problems of DEXs through the liquidity Pool mechanism. A
liquidity pool always contains a pair of tokens, which you can trade. For example, our
Smart contract deposits 4% from every buy/sell transaction as $Reﬂecto and $BNB
into a liquidity pool. At the same time, 3% from every transaction is allocated to
Marketing to fuel the most ambitious projects in our Ecosystem and reward the active
community.

https://reﬂectocoin.com/
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Thank you!

Reﬂectocoin
https: //reﬂec tocoin.com/

